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1. INTRODUCTION
Reactiondiffusion equations with delay, in particular the logistic type of
delay diffusion equations that serve as the models for some population
dynamics and ecology problems, have been extensively studied by many
authors, and many interesting results have been obtained. To mention a
few examples, in 1982 Yoshida [28] studied the Hopf bifurcation and
stability of spatially homogeneous solutions for a single delay diffusion
equation, a modified plant-eating population model, under Neumann
boundary condition by using a local center manifold approach developed
by Chow and Mallet-Paret [3]. Yoshida’s work was extended later on by
Morita [21] and in particular, by Memory [19] who proved the existence
of a second Hopf bifurcation as well as the existence of a compact attrac-
tor. At the same time Green and Stech [11] studied the local stability of
a positive equilibrium for the same type of equation with Dirichlet bound-
ary condition and showed numerically that an increase of delay would
destabilize the positive equilibrium and lead to periodic oscillation. We
point out here that the Dirichlet boundary condition in general is more
difficult to handle because any nontrivial equilibrium or periodic solution,
if it exists, is spatially nonconstant. A more detailed analysis of the stability
switch and occurrence of Hopf bifurcation under the Dirichlet boundary
condition was given by Busenberg and Huang [2] where the positive equi-
librium was assumed to be small.
Along other direction, Luckhaus [17] studied the ultimate uniform
boundedness for nonnegative solutions of the logistic delay diffusion equa-
tion using a comparison argument, and also provided an example to show
that a solution can grow exponentially if the delay is sufficiently large.
A further study of boundedness and exponential growth of delay equations
with diffusion was given by Friesecke [8], where both the effect of the dif-
fusion coefficient and the amplitude of the delay are taken into account.
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Moreover, Friesecke [9] obtained global stability for the delay diffusion
equation for small delay. The decay estimates on the solution were estab-
lished using a Liapunov function for the corresponding equation without
delay.
From the point of view application to population dynamics, the stability
of a positive equilibrium is important. As we mentioned above, large delays
in general will destabilize a positive equilibrium, cause oscillation, and
even produce unbounded solutions. Although sufficiently small delays will
preserve stability, they seem practically unrealistic. To obtain an accurate
stability criterion, we need to study linearization around the positive equi-
librium. This may be possible when the equation has constant coefficients
and the equation is subject to the Neumann boundary condition because
the positive equilibrium in this case is a constant. However, under the
Dirichlet boundary condition this will be very difficult (if not impossible)
since the characteristic equation depends on the positive equilibrium, which
is spatially nonconstant. Therefore it will be useful to provide a sufficient
(but not too restricted) stability criterion that is independent of the
knowledge of positive equilibrium if it exists.
In a recent paper, Parrot [23] used the spectral property of the positive
and irreducible semigroup to study the stability of positive equilibrium for
a population model with distributed delayed birth process,
u(t, x)
t
=d
2u(t, x)
x2
+au(t, x) _1&bu(t, x)&|
0
&1
u(t+r(s), x) d’(s)& ,
t0, x # (0, ?) (*)
with the boundary and initial conditions
u(t, 0)=u(t, ?)=0, u(%, x)=,(%, x), (%, x) # [&1, 0]_[0, ?].
It was proved that the positive equilibrium is locally stable provided that
b> 
[&1, 0]
’( } ). (H)
The condition (H) can be interpreted biologically as that the instant effect
dominates the delay effect. We recall that for the logistic Eq. (V) without
the diffusion term, the condition (H) in fact implies that the positive equi-
librium is globally stable [4, 5, 16, 20, 26]. Motivated by the results for the
delay logistic equation, we may expect that Eq. (V) has a similar dynamical
structure because adding a diffusion effect into a system in general will not
destabilize its dynamical structure. In this paper we will confirm that this
indeed is the case. We refer readers interested in Neumann boundary con-
dition to [14, 15] in which global stability has been obtained for a diffusive
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delay LotkaVolterra system under certain assumptions. The main dif-
ficulty of global analysis under the Dirichlet boundary condition arises not
only from the fact of spatially nonconstant equilibrium, but from the zero
boundary condition. To overcome this difficulty, our strategy is to give an
extensive study of the properties of the omega limit set. The advantage of
this approach is that it enable us to use the compactness of the omega limit
set and the regularity of solutions on it, combined with the application of
the maximum principle, to conclude that the omega limit set for each non-
negative solution is precisely an equilibrium.
In this paper we will investigate the global dynamics for a more general
class of time delayed reactiondiffusion equations that take the form
u(t, x)
t
= :
n
i, j=1
:ij (x) Diju(t, x)+ :
n
j=1
;j (x) Dj u(t, x)
+a(x) u(t, x) _1&b(x) u(t, x)&|
0
&r
u(t+%, x) d% ’(%, x)& ,
t>0, x # 0 (1.1)
with the Dirichlet boundary condition
u(t, x)=0, t0, x # 0 (1.2)
and the initial condition
u(%, x)=,(%, x), (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0, (1.3)
where 0 is a bounded domain of Rn, and
Dij=

xixj
, Dj=

xj
, i, j=1, ..., n.
Throughout this paper, we assume
A1. 0 is C2++, where + # (0, 1).
A2. :ij , ;j , a, b are uniformly +-Ho lder continuous on 0 and
a(x)>0, b(x)>0, x # 0 .
A3. ni, j=1 :ij (x) Dij is uniformly elliptic; that is, there is a constant
c>0 such that
:
n
i, j=1
:ij (x) !i !jc :
n
j=1
!2j , x # 0, ! # R
n.
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A4. For each fixed % # [&r, 0], ’(%, } ) is uniformly +-Ho lder con-
tinuous on 0 , and for each fixed x # 0, ’( } , x) is of bounded variation on
[&r, 0]. We let
’^(x)=|
0
&r
d%’(%, x) x # 0,
&’(x)&= 
[&r, 0]
’( } , x) x # 0.
A5. infx # 0 [b(x)&&’(x)&]>0.
We consider phase space for System (1.1) as
C=C([&r, 0] : C0(0 )), with C0(0 )=[ f # C(0) : f (0)=0].
Let operator A : D(A)  C0(0 ) be defined by
(Af )(x)= :
n
i, j=1
:ij (x) Dij f (x)+ :
n
j=1
;j (x) Dj f (x), x # 0.
D(A)={ f # C0(0 ) : f # ,p>n W
2, p(0), A f # C0(0 )= .
For notational simplicity, we will often use Af (x) instead of (Af )(x).
Moreover, we let L : D(A) :  C0(0 ) be defined by Lf =(A+a( } )) f. It
is well known that
*0=sup[Re * : * # P_(L)]
is real and is a dominant eigenvalue of L.
With the assumptions A1A5, the main results of this paper are stated
as follows:
Theorem 1.1 Let , # C and u,(t, x) be the solution of (1.1)(1.3) with
,(0, } )0, ,(0, } ){0 (the precise definition of a solution will be given in
Section 2), then u,(t, } ) exists for all t0, u,(t, x)>0 for all t>0 and
x # 0, and
sup
t0
[&u,(t, } )&C(0 )]max[&,&C , [ inf
x # 0
(b(x)&&’(x)&)]&1].
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Theorem 1.2. If *0>0 then (1.1)(1.3) have a unique positive equi-
librium U(x) which is strictly positive for x # 0. Furthermore, for each , # C
with ,(0, } )0, ,(0, } ){0,
lim
t  
&u,(t, } )&U&C(0 )=0.
Theorem 1.3. If *00, then for each , # C with ,(0, } )0,
lim
t  
&u,(t, } )&C(0 )=0.
Thus Theorems 1.11.3 give a complete characterization of the global
dynamics for the Eqs. (1.1)(1.3).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some
preliminary results. Section 3 studies the positivity and global existence of
solutions. The properties of the omega limit set for a positive solution is
investigated in Section 4. The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 are
provided in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to proving some
auxiliary results used in Section 5. We make a few remark on Eq. (1.1) in
Section 8.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The following notations will be used in the rest sections. For f # C0(0 ),
(a) f 0 if f (x)0 for all x # 0,
(b) f >0 if f 0 and f {0,
(c) f >>0 if f (x)>0 for all x # 0.
Let the operator A and D(A) be defined as in Section 1, then it is well
known [25, Theorem 7.3.7, p. 217] that A generates an analytic and com-
pact semi-group T(t) : t0 on C0(0 ). Moreover, the maximum principle
implies that T(t) is strongly positive for t>0, that is, T(t) f >>0 for all
t>0 if f>0.
In the sequel, a function u : [a, b]  C0(0 ) will be denoted by u( } ) or
u( } , } ) depending on whether the second (space) variable x # 0 is taken into
consideration. We define F : C  C0(0 ) by
[F(,)](x)=a(x) ,(0, x) _1&b(x) ,(0, x)&|
0
&r
,(%, x) d%’(%, x)& ,
x # 0.
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Then it is obvious that F is locally Lipschitz continuous. Therefore [18,
Theorem 1], for each , # C, there exists a maximum t,>0 such that the
initial value problem of the evolution equation
u0=,,
u(t)=T(t) ,(0)+|
t
0
T(t&s) F(us) ds, t # (0, t,) (2.1)
has a unique solution u,(t) that exists on [&r, t,). Here us # C is defined
by
us(%)=u(s+%), % # [&r, 0].
Definition 2.1. The solution u,(t) of (2.1) is called a mild solution of
(1.1)(1.3). A function u # C([t1&r, t2) : C0(0 )), t2>t1 , is called a classical
solution of (1.1), (1.2) for t # [t1 , t2) if ut, Diju, Dju, i, j=1, ..., n are con-
tinuous and u satisfies the Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) for (t, x) # (t1 , t2)_0.
By applying [25, Theorem 3.1, p. 110] one sees that u,(t) is Ho lder con-
tinuous for t>0. Hence if t,>r, F(u,t )(x) is Ho lder continuous for (t, x) #
(r, t,)_0. By a regularity theorem (for example, see [7, Theorem 10,
p. 72], [18, Theorem 1], or [6, Theorem 5.1, Proposition 5.1]), we have
Proposition 2.2. If t,>r, then a mild solution u,(t) is a classical solu-
tion for t # [r, t,).
We now establish a uniform C1(0 ) estimate for a solution of (1.1)(1.3).
Lemma 2.3. Let $>0, t1>$+r, and }>0 be fixed. Then there is a con-
stant M=M($, t1 , })>0 such that if a mild solution u(t)=u,(t) exists on
[&r, t1] and satisfies &u&[&r, t1]=sup[&u(t)&C(0 ) : t # [&r, t1]]}, then
&Au(t)&C(0 )M &u&[&r, t1] , t # [$+r, t1].
Proof. From the definition F we see that for each }>0 there is an
l=l(})>0 such that
&F(1)&F(2)&C(0 )l &1&2&C
if i # C with &i &}, i=1, 2. Let : # (0, 1) be fixed. Applying [25,
Theorem 3.1, p. 110] we can find a constant m=m($, t1 , })>0 such that
&u(t+h)&u(t)&C(0 )ml &u&[&r, t1]h
:, for t+h, t # _$2 , t1& .
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Hence for t, t+h # [r+($2), t1],
&F(ut+h)&F(ut)&C(0 )l &ut+h&ut&Cml2 &u&[&r, t1] h
:. (2.2)
Now for t # [0, t1&$&r], we have
u(t+$+r)=T \t+$2+ u \r+
$
2++|
t+($2)
0
T \t+$2&s+ F (us+r+($2)) ds
=T \t+$2+ u \r+
$
2++|
t+($2)
0
T \t+$2&s+ F(ut+r+$) ds
+|
t+($2)
0
T \t+($2)&s+ [F(us+r+($2))&F(ut+r+$)] ds.
Since T(t) is an analytic semigroup, there is a constant C1>0 [25,
Theorem 5.2(d), p. 62] such that
&AT(t)&C(0 )
C1
t
, t>0. (2.3)
(2.3) implies that
"AT \t+$2+ u \r+
$
2+"C(0 )
2C1
$
&u&[&r, t1] , t # [0, t1&r&$]. (2.4)
By using (2.2) and (2.3) we have
"A |
t+($2)
0
T \t+$2&s+ (F(ut+$+r)&F(us+r+($2))) ds"C(0 )
="|
t+($2)
0
AT \t+$2&s+ (F(ut+$+r)&F(us+r+($2))) ds"C(0 )
C1ml2 &u&[&r, t1] |
t+($2)
0
\t+$2&s+
:
\t+$2&s+
ds

C1ml2t1
:
&u&[&r, t1] , t # [0, t1&r&$]. (2.5)
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Moreover we have [25, Theorem 2.4(b), p. 5]
"A |
t+($2)
0
T \t+$2&s+ F(ut+r+$) ds"C(0 )
="T \t+$2+ F(ut+r+$)&F(ut+r+$)"C(0 )
"T \t+$2+&I" &F(ut+r+$)&C(0 )
2C2 l &u&[&r, t1] , t # [0, t1&r&$], (2.6)
where
C2= sup
t # [0, t1]
[&T(t)&].
From (2.4)(2.6) it follows that
&Au(t)&C(0 )M &u&[&r, t1] , t # [r+$, t1],
with M=M($, t1 , })=(2C1 $)+2C2 l+(C1 ml2t1 :). This completes the
proof of the lemma. K
Corollary 2.4. Let $>0, t1>$+r, and }>0 be fixed. Then there is
an M1=M1($, t1 , })>0 such that if u(t) is a mild solution of (1.1)(1.3)
with &u&[&r, t1]}, then for t # [r+$, t1],
"u(t)t "C(0 )M1 &u&[&r, t1] ,
&u(t)&C 1(0 )M1 &u&[&r, t1] .
Proof. Proposition 2.2 implies that u(t) is differentiable for tr+$ and
u(t)
t
=Au(t)+F(ut).
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that
"u(t)t "C(0 )&Au(t)&C(0 )+l &ut&C(M+l) &u&[&r, t1] . (2.7)
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Next we fix p>n. The embedding theorem [25, Theorem 1.2, p. 208] yields
that D(A)W 2, p(0 )C1(0 ) and there is a constant K1 such that
& f &C 1(0)K1 & f &W 2, p(0) , \f # W2, p(0). (2.8)
Moreover it follows from an a priori estimate [25, Theorem 3.1, p. 213]
that there is a constant K2 such that
& f &W 2, p(0 )K2(&Af &Lp(0)+& f &Lp(0)), \f # D(A)/W2, p(0). (2.9)
Note that for f # C(0 ),
& f &Lp(0)|0| 1p & f &C(0 ) , |0|=|
0
dx. (2.10)
By using Lemma 2.3 and (2.8)(2.10) we obtain
&u(t)&C1(0 )K1K2 |0| 1p (M+1) &u&[&r, t1] , t # [r+$, t1]. (2.11)
Now Corollary 2.4 follows from (2.7) and (2.11). K
Corollary 2.5. Let $>0 be fixed. Then for each }>0, there is a
!(})>0 such that if u : [&r, ) is a mild solution of (1.1)(1.3) with
&u(t)&C(0 )}, t0, then
"u(t)t "C(0 )!(}), &u(t)&C1(0 )!(}), tr+$. (2.12)
Proof. Let t1>$+r be fixed. For any constant _0 we let v(t)=
u(t+_), t&r, then v(t) is a mild solution of (1.1)(1.3) and &v&[&r, t1]}.
If we let !(})=M1($, t1 , }) }, then Corollary 2.4 yields that
"u(t+_)t "C(0 )="
v(t)
t "C(0 )!(}), t # [r+$, t1],
&u(t+_)&C1(0 )=&v(t)&C1(0 )!(}), t # [r+$, t1].
Now (2.12) follows from the fact that _0 is arbitrary. K
We also state some further results which will be needed later on.
Lemma 2.6 [10, Lemma 3.4, p. 33]. Let D=0 & Br(x0), where Br(x0) is
an open ball of radius r>0 centered at x0 # 0. Suppose f # C2(D) & C1(D ).
If
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(i) f (x0)=0, f (x)<0 (>0) for all x # D,
(ii) Af 0 (0) in D,
then
f
&
(x0)<0(>0),
here & is the inward normal of 0 at x0 .
Lemma 2.7 [24, Remark on Lines 1517, p. 124]. Let D be defined as
in Lemma 2.6 and T1<T2 be constants. Suppose
u # C1([T1 , T2] : C(D )) & C([T1 , T2] : C2(D) & C1(D )),
and u satisfies
(i) u(T2 , x0)=0, u(t, x)<0 (>0) for all (t, x) # [T1 , T2]_D,
(ii) Au&(ut)0 (0) in [T1 , T2]_D.
Then
u(T2 , x0)
&
<0 (>0).
We end this section with a final result regarding the existence of a
positive equilibrium of the Eqs. (1.1)(1.3). This result is a direct conse-
quence of [1, Theorem 4.5, p. 636] and Theorem 9.8, p. 650].
Lemma 2.8. Let *0 be the dominant eigenvalue defined in Section 1. If
*0>0, then the equation (1.1)(1.3) has an equilibrium U>>0.
3. NONNEGATIVITY AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE
From the view point of biology, only the nonnegative solution of
(1.1)(1.3) will be of our interest. Moreover it is easy to observe that if an
initial function , vanishes at %=0, that is ,(0, } )=0, then it is trivial that
u,(t)=0 for all t0. Hence from now on we let C+=[, # C : ,(0)>0],
and study the properties of solutions of (1.1)(1.3) for , # C+ .
Lemma 3.1. For each , # C+ , u,(t)>>0, t # (0, t,), and
sup[u,(t, x) : t # [0, t,), x # 0]m(,), (3.1)
where m(,)=max[&,&C , 1(infx # 0 [b(x)&&’(x)&])].
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Proof. Let C 1+=C
1([&r, 0]_0 : R) & C+. Then it is clear that C 1+ is
dense in C+. Suppose , # C 1+, then u
,(t) is a classical solution for t>0 [7,
Theorem 10, p.72]. For each T1 # (0, t,), since u, is continuous on
[&r, T1]_0 , we can choose :>0 sufficiently large such that for
(t, x) # [0, T1]_0 ,
p:(t, x)=:&a(x) _1&b(x) u,(t, x)&|
0
&r
u,(t+%, x) d% ’(%, x)&0.
Let v(t, x)=e&:tu,(t, x), then
v(t, x)
t
=Av(t, x)& p:(t, x) v(t, x), (t, x) # (0, T1]_0. (3.2)
Thus the maximum principle [24, Theorem 4.26 p.122] claims that v can-
not achieves its minimum on (0, T1]_0 unless v#0 on [0, T1]_0 . Now
the fact that v(0, } )=u,(0, } )=,(0, } )>0 yields that v(t, } )>>0, and so
that u,(t, } )>>0 for all t # (0, T1]. Then the density of C 1+ in C+ and the
continuous dependence of the solution on the initial value (see [6, third
paragraph, p. 7]) imply that for each , # C, u,(t, } )0 for all t # (0, t,).
Moreover (3.2) yields that for , # C 1+ ,
v(t, } )=T(t) ,(0, } )+|
t
0
T(t&s)[&p:(s, } ) v(s, } )] ds, t # (0, T1). (3.3)
Again the density of C 1+ in C+ and the continuity of the solution with
respect to initial value imply that (3.3) holds for any mild solution u,(t, } )
with , # C+ and all constant :. So if we let :<0 sufficiently negative such
that p:(t, x)0, (t, x) # [0, T1]_0 , then it follows from the nonnegativity
of v and the strong positivity of T(t) that
v(t, } )T(t) ,(0, } )>>0, t # (0, T1].
Therefore u,(t, } )>>0 for all t # (0, t,).
To prove the second conclusion of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that
it is true for each , # C 1+ . For any t # (0, t,), let
$t=sup[u,(s, x) : (s, x) # [0, t]_0 ].
We claim that $tm(,). Suppose on the contrary that for some
t* # (0, t,), $t*>m(,), then u,(s, x) attains its maximum $t* at some point
(s1 , x1) # (0, t*]_0 .
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Note that u,(s1 , x)=0 for x # 0, we must have x1 # 0. Since u(s1 , } )=
u,(s1 , } ) # C2(0) and A is elliptic, we have [7, Lemma 1, p. 34]
Au(s1 , x1)0.
Therefore,
0
u(s1 , x1)
t
=Au,(s1 , x1)
+a(x1) u,(s1 , x1) _1&b(x1) u(s1 , x1)&|
0
&r
u(s1+%, x1) d%’(%, x1)&
a(x1) u(s1 , x1) _1&\b(x1)&|
0
&r
|d%’(%, x1)|+ $t* &
<a(x1) u(s1 , x1)[1&(b(x1)&&’(x)&) m(,)]0.
This yields a contradiction. The proof is completed. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma
3.1 and [18, Theorem 1, p. 6]. K
4. OMEGA LIMIT SETS AND REGULARITY
Since for each , # C+ , the solution u,(t) of (1.1) is nonnegative, bounded
and exists for all t0, we can define a (nonlinear) semigroup S(t) : t0
from C+ to C+ as
S(t) ,=u,t , t0.
Furthermore, it follows from Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 that S(t) is
compact for t>r.
Theorem 4.1.
(i) For each , # C+ , the |-limit set |, of , is compact, where
|,= ,
t0
CL .
{t
S({) ,.
(ii) |, is invariant under S(t), that is, for each . # |, , the solution
u.(t) of (1.1)(1.3) exists and u.t # |, for all t # R.
(iii) limt   d(u,t , |,)=0, where for  # C, BC.
d(, B)= inf
$ # B
&&$&C .
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(iv) For each . # |, and % # [&r, 0],
.(%) # C2(0) & C 1(0 ), &.(%)&C1(0 )!0=!(m(,)),
where ! is defined as in Corollary 2.5.
Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) follow directly from [12, Chap. 3]. Now from
Lemma 3.1 it is obvious that &.&Cm(,) for each . # |, . Let $>0 be
fixed. For each . # |, , (ii) implies that the solution u.(t) exists and
u.(t) # |, for all t # R. If we let v(t)=u.(t&2r&$), t&r, then Proposi-
tion 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 yield that
v(t) # C2(0) & C1(0 ), &v(t)&C1(0 )!0=h(m(,)), tr+$.
Therefore the property (iv) follows immediately from the equality .(%)=
u.(%)=v(2r+$+%) for % # [&r, 0]. K
Lemma 4.2. There is a \>0 such that for each x # 0 with s=
d(x, 0)\, there is an x0 # 0 such that
x=x0+s&, x0+{s& # 0, { # (0, 1),
where & is the inward normal of 0 at x0 .
Proof. Since 0 is C2, for each y # 0, there exist a neighborhood
Vy/Rn of y and an ry>0 such that for each x$ # Vy & 0,
Bry(x$+ry&$)/0, Bry(x$+ry&$) & 0 =x$,
where &$ is the inward normal of 0 at x$. The compactness of 0 implies
that there are y1 , ..., yk # 0 such that
0/ .
k
i=1
(Vyi & 0).
Let \=min[ry1 , ..., ryk]. Then \>0. Now suppose x # 0 with s=
d(x, 0)\. Then there exists an x0 # 0 such that s=&x&x0 &Rn . Thus
x&x0 is in the direction of the inward normal & of 0 at x0 . This yields
that x=x0+s&. Suppose x0 # Vym & 0. It follows from the definition of \
that for each { # (0, 1),
x0+{s& # B{(x0+{s&)/Bs(x0+s&)/Brym(x0+rym &)/0. K
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Proposition 4.3. Let U be a positive equilibrium of (1.1)(1.3). For each
. # |, , let
W.(%, x)=
.(%, x)
U(x)
, (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0,
W.(%, x)=
.(%, x)
& <
U(x)
&
, (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0.
Then W. is continuous on [&r, 0]_0 . Furthermore
sup
. # |,
[&W.&C]<. (4.1)
Proof. Since U(0)=0, for each x0 # 0, there is an r>0 such that
1&c(x) U(x)>0, x # D=0 & Br(x0),
where c(x)=b(x)+’^(x). Note that U(x) is a strictly positive equilibrium;
we have
AU(x)=&a(x) U(x)[1&c(x) U(x)]<0, x # D.
It follows from Lemma 2.6 that (U(x0)&)>0. The compactness and
smoothness of 0 and the continuity of DxU then imply that
m1= inf
x0 # 0
U(x0)
&
>0.
Hence W. is well defined. It is obvious that W. is continuous at each point
(%, x) # [&r, 0]_0. To prove the continuity of W. it suffices to show that
W. is continuous on [&r, 0]_0. Let (%0 , x0) # [&r, 0]_0 and let
[(%n, xn)]/[&r, 0]_0 be a sequence such that limn   (%n, xn)=
(%0 , x0). Note that if xn # 0 and &=&xn is the inward normal of 0 at xn,
then
.(%n, xn)
&
=Dx.(%n, xn) &xn ,
U(xn)
&
=DxU(xn) &xn .
Thus, the continuity of Dx. and Dx U and the smoothness of 0 imply
that
W.(%n, xn)=
.(%n, xn)
& <
U(xn)
&

Dx.(%0 , x0) &x0
DxU(x0) &x0
=W.(%0 , x0)
as (%n, xn)  (%0 , x0).
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So we suppose xn # 0 for all n. Let N>0 such that
sn=d(xn, 0)\, nN,
where \ is defined as in Lemma 4.2. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that for
each nN, there is an xn0 # 0 such that
xn=xn0+sn &xn0 , and x
n
0+{sn &xn0 # 0 , { # [0, 1].
Hence .(%n, xn0+{sn&xn0) and U(x
n
0+{sn&xn0) are continuously differentiable
with respect to { for { # [0, 1] and
.(%n, xn)
U(xn)
=
10 { .(%
n, xn0+{sn &xn0) d{
10 { U(x
n
0+{sn&xn0) d{
=
10 Dx.(%
n, xn0+{sn&xn0) &xn0 d{
10 DxU(x
n
0+{sn &xn0) &xn0 d{
.
Since xn  x0 as n  , it follows that sn  0 and hence xn0  x0 as n  .
Taking the limit as n   in the above equality we arrive at
lim
n  
.(%n, xn)
U(xn)
=
Dx.(%0 , x0) &x0
DxU(x0) &x0
=
.(%0 , x0)
& <
U(x0)
&
=W.(%0 , x0).
This implies that W. is continuous at (%0 , x0) # [&r, 0]_0.
Next since DxU is continuous on 0 , there is a c>0 (c\) such that
&Dx U(x0)&DxU(x)&Rnm1 , x0 # 0, x # 0, d(x0 , x)c.
Let 01=[x # 0 : d(x, 0)c]. Then for . # |, and x # 0 with s=
d(x, 0)<c, there is x0 # 0 such that x=x0+s&. It follows from Theorem
4.1 (iv) and Lemma 4.2 that for % # [&r, 0],
0
.(%, x)
U(x)
=
10 Dx.(%, x0+{s&) & d{
10 DxU(x0+{s&) & d{

!0 &&&
U(x0)&&10 &DxU(x0+{s&)&DxU(x0)&Rn &&& d{

2!0
m1
. (4.2)
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If d(x, 0)c, then Lemma 3.1 yields that
0
.(%, x)
U(x)

m(,)
m2
, % # [&r, 0] (4.3)
where m2=min[U(x) : d(x, 0)c]. Thus the inequality (4.1) follows
from (4.2), (4.3) and the continuity of W. . K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 AND THEOREM 1.3
In this section we will give the proofs of Theorem 1.2 and 1.3. Let us first
suppose the dominant eigenvalue *0 of L is positive. Then there exists a
positive equilibrium U by Proposition 2.9. To conclude that for each
, # C+ , u,(t, } ) converges to U as t  , it will be enough to prove that
|,=[U]. This will be equivalent to proving that
_= sup
. # |,
[ |W.(%, x)&1| : (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0]=0. (5.1)
We will show that this is indeed the case with the aid of the following two
key formulas. Suppose u : [T&r, )  C0(0 ) & C 1(0 ) is a classical solu-
tion of (1.1)(1.2) for tT and U is a positive equilibrium of (1.1)(1.2).
Let #>0 be a constant and define
W(t, x)=
u(t, x)
U(x)
, (t, x) # [T&r, )_0,
V(t, x)=u(t, x)&#U(x), (t, x) # [T&r, )_0.
Then we have
F1. If W(t1 , x1)=# and DxW(t1 , x1)=0, where x1 # 0 and t1T,
then
U(x1)
W(t1 , x1)
t
=U(x1) AW(t1 , x1)
&#a(x1) U 2(x1) _b(x1)[#&1]+|
0
&r
[W(t1+%, x1)&1] d%’(%, x1)& .
(5.2)
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F2. For x # 0 and tT,
AV(t, x)&
V(t, x)
t
=&a(x) V(t, x)+a(x) U 2(x) H(W, t, x, #), (5.3)
where
H(W, t, x, #)
=W(t, x) _b(x)[W(t, x)&1]+|
0
&r
[W(t+%, x)&1] d%’(%, x)&
+[W(t, x)&#] _b(x)+|
0
&r
d%’(%, x)& . (5.4)
In addition we need the following
Proposition 5.1. Let , # C+ , then
;
*
= inf
. # |,
[inf [W.(%, x) : (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0]]>0.
The derivation of formulas F1 and F2 and the proof of Proposition 5.1
are quite long. To give the reader a clear idea what strategy is used to
prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 without falling into tedious technical details,
we postpone the proofs of F1, F2, and Proposition 5.1 to Sections 6 and
7, respectively.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As mentioned above, it suffices to prove that
(5.1) holds. Suppose on the contrary that _>0. From Proposition 4.3 we
have
;*= sup
. # |,
[sup[W.(%, x) : (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0]]<.
Then it is clear that we have either _=;*&1 or _=1&;
*
. Let us first
suppose _=;*&1. It follows from the compactness of |, and [&r, 0]_0
that one of the following two cases must be true.
1. There are .* # |, and (t1 , x1) # [&r, 0]_0 such that ;*=
(.*(t1 , x1)U(x1)).
2. (.(%, x)U(x))<;* for all (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0 and . # |, , and
there are .* # |(,) and (t1 , x1) # [&r, 0]_0 such that
;*=
.*(t1 , x1)
& <
U(x1)
&
.
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We shall argue that both cases lead to a contradiction. Let us first con-
sider case 1. Let u(t, } )=u.*u(t, } ). Then u(t, } ) exists for all t # R and
ut # |, because |, is invariant. We define W(t, x)=u(t, x)U(x),
(t, x) # R_0, then W(t, x) attains its maximum ;* at an interior point
(t1 , x1) of R_0, we therefore have

t
W(t1 , x1)=0, DxW(t1 , x1)=0, AW(t1 , x1)0. (5.5)
Equation (5.5) and Formula F1 therefore yield that
0=U(x1)
W(t1 , x1)
t
&;*a(x1) U 2(x1) _b(x1)(;*&1)+|
0
&r
[W(t1+%, x1)&1] d%’(%, x1)&
&;*a(x1) U 2(x1)[b(x1) _&_ &’(x1)&]
=&;*_a(x1) U2(x1)[b(x1)&&’(x1)&]
<0.
This is a contradiction. For case 2, we have W(t, x)<;* for (t, x) # R_0. Let
V(t, x)=u(t, x)&;*U(x), (t, x) # R_0 .
Then for (t, x) # R_0,
V(t, x)=U(x)[W(t, x)&;*]<0, (5.6)
and
V(t1 , x1)
&
=
.*(t1 , x1)
&
&;*
U(x1)
&
=0. (5.7)
On the other hand from (5.4) we have
H(W, t, x, ;*)
=W(t, x) _b(x)[W(t, x)&1]+|
0
&r
[W(t+%, x)&1] d%’(%, x)&
+[W(t, x)&;*] _b(x)+|
0
&r
d%’(%, x)&
W(t, x)[b(x)[W(t, x)&1]&(;*&1) &’(x)&]
+[W(t, x)&;*] _b(x)+|
0
&r
d%’(%, x)& . (5.8)
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Since
lim
(t, x)  (t1 , x1)
W(t, x)=W.*(t1 , x1)=;*,
it follows from (5.8) that
lim
(t, x)  (t1 , x1)
H(W, t, x, ;*);*(;*&1)(b(x1)&&’(x1)&)>0. (5.9)
Therefore, the continuity of W and (5.9) imply that there is an =>0 such
that
H(W, t, x, ;*)>0, (t, x) # [t1&=, t1]_(0 & B=(x1)). (5.10)
With the application of the formula F2 and inequalities (5.6), (5.10), we
therefore have
AV(t, x)&
V(t, x)
t
>0, (t, x) # [t1&=, t1]_(0 & B=(x1)). (5.11)
Note that V(t1 , x1)=0, as a consequence of Lemma 2.7, (5.6), and (5.11)
we have
V(t1 , x1)
&
<0.
This contradicts (5.7).
It is clear that the same argument used here works well to the case when
_=1&;
*
. K
Let us turn to prove Theorem 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is essen-
tially the same as the proof of Theorem 1.2 with a slight modification and
with the use of the following two formulas. Since A is uniformly elliptic, it
is well known that the eigenfunction U0 of the operator L=A+a( } )
corresponding to its first eigenvalue *0 is strictly positive on 0. Let u(t, x)
be a classical solution for t # R. For a constant #>0, we define
Z(t, x)=
u(t, x)
U0(x)
(t, x) # R_0,
Y(t, x)=u(t, x)&#U0(x), (t, x) # R_0.
Similarly to the formulas F1 and F2 we have
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F3. If Z(t1 , x1)=# and DxZ(t1 , x1)=0, where x1 # 0 and t1 # R,
then
U0(x1)
Z(t1 , x1)
t
=U0(x1) AZ(t1 , x1)+*0#U0(x1)
&#a(x1) U0(x1)2 _b(x1) #+|
0
&r
Z(t1+%, x1) d%’(%, x1)& . (5.12)
F4. For x # 0 and t # R,
AY(t, x)&
Y(t, x)
t
=&a(x) Y(t, x)&*0#U0(x)
+a(x) u(t, x) U0(x) _b(x) Z(t, x)+|
0
&r
Z(t+%, x) d%’(%, x)& . (5.13)
We leave the verifications of F3 and F4 to Section 6.
Now suppose *00; then
AU0(x)=[&a(x)+*0]U0(x)0, x # 0.
Since U0>>0 and U0(x0)=0 for all x0 # 0, Lemma 2.6 yields that
U0(x0)
&
>0, \x0 # 0.
The compactness of 0 yields that
inf
x0 # 0
U0(x0)
&
>0.
Now let , # C+ and for each  # |, , we define Z # C as
Z(%, x)=
(%, x)
U0(x)
, (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0,
Z(%, x)=
(%, x)
& <
U0(x)
&
, (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0.
Then (see the proof of Proposition 4.3) Z # C([&r, 0] : C(0 )), Z is non-
negative, and
#=sup[&Z&C :  # |, ]<.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since limt   d(u,t , |,)=0, it suffices to prove
that |,=[0] for each , # C+ . This is equivalent to show that #=0.
Suppose on contrary that #>0. Then there exist * # |, and (t1 , x1) #
[&r, 0]_0 such that #=Z*(t1 , x1). If x1 # 0, similarly to the proof of
Theorem 1.2, let u(t, x)=u*(t, x) and
Z(t, x)=
u(t, x)
U0(x)
, (t, x) # R_0.
Then Z attains its maximum # at an interior point (t1 , x1) of R_0. Hence
Z(t1 , x1)
t
=0, Dx Z(t1 , x1)=0, AZ(t1 , x1)0.
By using F3 we arrive at
0=U0(x1)
Z(t1 , x1)
t
=U0(x1) AZ(t1 , x1)+*0#U0(x1)
&#a(x0) U 20(x0) _b(x0) #+|
0
&r
Z(t1+%, x1) d%’(%, x1)&
&#a(x1) U 20(x1) _b(x1) #&|
0
&r
|Z(t1+%, x1)| d% |’(%, x1)|&
&#2a(x1) U 20(x1)[b(x1)&&’(x1)&]
<0.
This yields a contradiction. Hence x1 must belong to 0. Then Z(t, x)<#
for (t, x) # R_0. Let
Y(t, x)=u(t, x)&#U0(x), (t, x) # R_0 .
Then for (t, x) # R_0,
Y(t, x)=U0(x)[Z(t, x)&#]<0, (5.14)
and
Y(t1 , x1)
&
=
*(t1 , x1)
&
&#
U0(x1)
&
=
U0(x1)
&
[Z*(t1 , x1)&#]=0. (5.15)
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On the other hand, since
lim
(t, x)  (t1 , x1) _b(x) Z(t, x)+|
0
&r
Z(t+%, x) d%’(%, x)&
=_b(x1) #+|
0
&r
Z(t1+%, x1) d% ’(%, x1)&
#[b(x1)&&’(x1)&]
>0, (5.16)
notice that Y(t, x)0 and *00, by applying (5.16) and F4 one sees that
if =>0 is sufficiently small, then for (t, x) # [t1&=, t1]_(0 & B=(x1)),
AY(t, x)&
Y(t, x)
t
a(x) u(t, x) U0(x) _b(x) Z(t, x)+|
0
&r
Z(t+%, x) d% ’(%, x)&>0.
Thus Lemma 2.7 and (5.14) yield that
Y(t1 , x1)
&
<0.
This contradicts (5.15). K
6. VERIFICATIONS OF FORMULAS F1F4
All formulas F1F4 can be derived from straightforward calculations. In
the following, u(t, x) is assumed to be a classical solution of (1.1) and (1.2)
for tT.
1. Verification of F1. First, U(x) W(t, x)=u(t, x) gives
U(x1)

t
W(t1 , x1)
=
u(t1 , x1)
t
=Au(t1 , x1)+a(x1) u(t1 , x1) _1&b(x1) u(t1 , x1)&|
0
&r
u(t1+s, x1) ds’(s)& .
(6.1)
Moreover, u(t, x)=U(x) W(t, x) and Dx W(t1 , x1)=0 imply that for
i, j=1, ..., n,
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Di u(t1 , x1)=U(x1) DiW(t1 , x1)+W(t1 , x1) DiU(x1),
Dij u(t1 , x1)=U(x1) DijW(t1 , x1)+W(t1 , x1) Dij U(x1).
Combining the above two equalities we obtain
Au(t1 , x1)=U(x1) AW(t1 , x1)+W(t1 , x1) AU(x1). (6.2)
Since U is an equilibrium state, we have
AU(x)=&a(x) U(x) _1&b(x) U(x)&|
0
&r
U(x) ds’(s, x)& , x # 0. (6.3)
Substituting (6.2), (6.3), and W(t1 , x1)=# into (6.1) gives
U(x1)

t
W(t1 , x1)
=U(x1) AW(t1 , x1)
&a(x1) W(t1 , x1) U(x1) _1&b(x1) U(x1)&|
0
&r
U(x1) ds’(s, x1)&
+a(x1) u(t1 , x1) _1&b(x1) u(t1 , x1)&|
0
&r
u(t1+s, x1) ds’(s, x1)&
=U(x1) AW(t1 , x1)
+a(x1) W(t1 , x1) U 2(x1) _b(x1)+|
0
&r
ds’(s, x1)&
&a(x1) u(t1 , x1) _b(x1) u(t1 , x1)+|
0
&r
u(t1+s, x1) ds’(s, x1)&
=U(x1) AW(t1 , x1)
+a(x1) W(t1 , x1) U 2(x1) _b(x1)+|
0
&r
ds’(s, x1)&
&a(x1) U2(x1)
u(t1 , x1)
U(x1) _b(x1)
u(t1 , x1)
U(x1)
+|
0
&r
u(t1+s, x1)
U(x1)
ds’(s, x1)&
=U(x1) AW(t1 , x1)
&#a(x1) U2(x1) _b(x1)[#&1]+|
0
&r
[W(t1+s, x1)&1] ds’(s, x1))& .
This gives Formula F1. K
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2. Verification of F2. Following the definition of V we have
V(t, x)
t
=
u(t, x)
t
=Au(t, x)+a(x) u(t, x) _1&b(x) u(t, x)&|
0
&r
u(t+s, ) ds’(s, x)&
=AV(t, x)+#AU(x)
+a(x) u(t, x) _1&b(x) u(t, x)&|
0
&r
u(t+s, ) ds ’(s, x)&
=AV(t, x)&#a(x) U(x) _1&b(x) U(x)&|
0
&r
U(x) ds ’(s, x)&
+a(x) u(t, x) _1&b(x) u(t, x)&|
0
&r
u(t+s, x) ds’(s, x)&
=AV(t, x)+a(x) V(t, x)
&a(x) _b(x) u2(t, x)+u(t, x) |
0
&r
u(t+s, x) ds’(s, x))&
+#a(x) U2(x) _b(x)+|
0
&r
d’(s, x)&
=AV(t, x)+a(x) V(t, x)
&a(x) U2(x) {u(t, x)U(x) _b(x) \
u(t, x)
U(x)
&1++|
0
&r \
u(t+s, x)
U(x)
&1+ ds’(s, x)&
+\u(t, x)U(x) &#+\b(x)+|
0
&r
ds’(s)+= .
Thus we obtain F2. K
3. Verification of F3. Similarly to the formula F1 we have
U0(x1)
Z(t1 , x1)
t
=
u(t1 , x1)
t
=U0(x1) AZ(t1 , x1)+Z(t1 , x1) AU0(x1)+a(x1) u(t1 , x1)
&a(x1) u(t1 , x1) _b(x1) u(t1 , x1)+|
0
&r
u(t1+s, x1) ds’(s, x1)& . (6.4)
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Since U0 is an eigenfunction of the operator L corresponding to the eigen-
value *0 , we have
AU0(x)=&a(x) U0(x)+*0 U0(x).
By substituting this equality into (6.4) and noting that Z(t1 , x1)=# and
Z(t, x) U0(x)=u(t, x) we obtain
U0(x1)
Z(t1 , x1)
t
=U0(x1) AZ(t1 , x1)+*0#U0(x1)
&a(x1) u(t1 , x1) _b(x1) u(t1 , x1)+|
0
&r
u(t1+s, x1) ds ’(s, x1)&
=U0(x1) AZ(t1 , x1)+*0#U0(x1)
&#a(x1) U 20(x1) _b(x1) #+|
0
&r
Z(t1+s, x1) ds ’(s, x1)& .
This gives formula F3 K
4. Verification of F4. It follows a straight computation similar to F3.
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.1
Before proceeding to the proof of Proposition 5.1 we need some addi-
tional results.
Lemma 7.1. For each , # C+ , ;*=sup. # |, [&W.&C]2.
Proof. The proof essentially use the same technique as the proof of
Theorem 1.2 with the aid of formulas F1 and F2. We show that ;*>2 will
lead to a contradiction. To this end consider two cases stated in the proof
of Theorem 1.2. Let W(t, x) and V(t, x) be the functions defined in the
proof of Theorem 1.2. For the case 1, with the use of F1 one has
0=U(x1)
W(t1 , x1)
t
&;*a(x1) U2(x1) _b(x1)[;*&1]+|
0
&r
[W(t1+%, x1)&1] d%’(%, x1)& .
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If ;*>2, then |W(t, x1)&1|;*&1 for all t # R. Therefore the above
inequality yields that
0=U(x1)
W(t1 , x1)
t
&;*a(x1) U 2(x1)[b(x1)[;*&1]&(;*&1) &’(x1)&]
&;*(;*&1) a(x1) U 2(x1)[b(x1)&&’(x1)&]
<0.
This is a contradiction. For case 2, by using function V(t, x) and the same
argument as the proof of Theorem 1.2 one easily sees that another con-
tradiction will arise if ;*>2. K
Now let , # C+ and let $>0 be fixed. It follows from Corollary 2.5 and
Lemma 3.1 that for tr+$,
&u,(t)&C(0 )m(,), &u,(t)&C1(0 )!(m(,)).
If we let
W,(t, x)=
u,(t, x)
U(x)
, (t, x) # [r+$, )_0,
W,(t, x)=
u,(t, x)&
U(x)&
, (t, x) # [r+$, )_0,
similarly to the proof of Proposition 4.3 we see that W, is continuous and
bounded on [r+$, )_0 . We shall use Lemma 7.1 to prove
Lemma 7.2. For each , # C+ ,
; *= lim
t  
sup[&W,(t, } )&C(0 )]2.
Proof. By definition there is a sequence [tn], tn   as n   such
that
; *= lim
n  
[&W,(tn , } )&C(0 )].
Let h>0 be fixed. Since lim n  d(u,tn&h , |,)=0 and |, is compact, it
follows that [u,tn&h] contains a subsequence that converges to some func-
tion . # |, . Without loss of generality we suppose that
lim
n  
u,tn&h=..
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We claim that limn   &u,(tn)&u.(h)&C1(0 )=0. For this purpose, let
&n(s)=u,(tn&h+s), s # [&r, h].
Then
&n0=u
,
tn&h
 ., as n  .
By the continuity of the solution with respect to the initial value we have
&&n&u.&[&r, h]  0 as n  . (7.1)
From Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 we have
"u
.(t)
t "C(0 ))!0 , t # [&r, h], (7.2)
and for tn2r+h+$,
"&
n(t)
t "C(0 )="
u,(tn&h+t)
t "C(0 )!0 , t # [&r, h]. (7.3)
A direct calculation gives
&n(h)&u.(h)=T(h)[&n(0)&.(0)]+|
h
0
T(h&s)[F(&ns )&F(u
.
s )] ds
= :
4
j=1
Ij (n), (7.4)
where the semigroup T(s) and function F are as defined in Section 2,
I1(n)=T(h)[&n(0)&.(0)]
I2(n)=|
h
h&=
T(h&s)[F(&nh)&F(u
.
h )] ds
I3(n)=|
h
h&=
T(h&s)[F(&ns )&F(&
n
h)+F(u
.
h )&F(u
.
s )] ds
I4(n)=|
h&=
0
T(h&s)[F(&ns )&F(u
.
s )] ds, (7.5)
and = # (0, h) is an arbitrary number. Notice that (see (2.3))
&AT(t)&
C1
t
, t>0.
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This implies that
&AI1(n)&C(0 )
C1
h
&&n(0)&.(0)&C(0 )  0 as n  . (7.6)
From [25, Theorem 2.4(b), p. 5] and (7.1) and (7.5) we have
&AI2(n)&C(0 )="A |
h
h&=
T(h&s)(F(&nh)&F(u
.
h )) ds"C(0 )
&T(h)&T(h&=)& &F(&nh)&F(u
.
h )&C(0 )  0
as n  . (7.7)
Inequalities (7.2) and (7.3) yield that for s # [h&=, h],
&&ns &&
n
h&C!0 |s&h|, &u
.
s &u
.
h &C!0 |s&h|.
Therefore
&AI3(n)&C(0 )="|
h
h&=
AT(h&s)[F(&ns )&F(&
n
h)+F(u
.
h )&F(u
.
s )] ds"C(0 )
|
h
h&=
C1
h&s
l(m(,))(&&nh&&ns&C+&u.h &u.s &C ) ds
2=C1 l(m(,) !0 , (7.8)
where l(m(,)) is a Lipschitz constant of F for &&Cm(,). Finally from
(7.1) we have
&AI4(n)&C(0 )="|
h&=
0
AT(h&s)[F(&ns )&F(u
.
s )] ds"C(0 )
C1 l(m(,)) &&n&u.&[&r, h] |
h&=
0
ds
h&s
=C1 l(m(,)) ln \h=+ &&n&u.&[&r, h]  0 as n  . (7.9)
It therefore follows from (7.4) and (7.6)(7.9) that
lim
n  
&A[u,(tn)&u.h (0)]&C(0 )= lim
n  
&A[&n(h)&u.(h)]&C(0 )
2=C1 l(m(,)) !0 .
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Since = # (0, h) is arbitrary, we conclude that
lim
n  
&A[u,(tn)&u.h (0)]&C(0 )=0. (7.10)
Combining (7.1), (7.10), and (2.8)(2.10) (in Section 2) we deduce that
&u,(tn)&u.h (0)&C1(0 )
K1 K2 &0&1p (&A[u,(tn)&u.h(0)]&C(0 )+&u,(tn)&u.h(0)&C(0 ))  0
as n  . (7.11)
With the use of (7.11) and the same argument given in the proof of
Proposition 4.3 we conclude that
lim
n  
sup {} u
,(tn , x)&u.h (0, x)
U(x) } : x # 0==0.
Now Lemma 7.1 and the fact u.h # |, imply that
sup {u
.
h (0, x)
U(x)
: x # 0=2.
It therefore follows that
; *= lim
n  
[&W ,(tn , } )&C(0 )]
= lim
n  
sup {u
,(tn , x)
U(x)
: x # 0=
 lim
n  
sup {} u
,(tn , x)&u.h (0, x)
U(x) } : x # 0=+sup {
u.h (0, x)
U(x)
: x # 0=
=sup {u
.
h (0, x)
U(x)
: x # 0=
2. K
Lemma 7.3. For each , # C+ ,
inf[W,(t, x) : x # 0]>0 for all t>r+$.
Proof. Let u(t, x)=u,(t, x). For any T1>r+$, since u(t, x0)=0,
(t, x0) # [&r, T1]_0 and u(t, x0) is continuous on [&r, T1]_0 , for
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each x0 # 0 there is a sufficiently small ball B=(x0) such that for (t, x) #
[r+$, T1]_(0 & B=(x0)),
q(t .x) =def 1&b(x) u(t, x)&|
0
&r
u(t+%, x) d%’(%, x)>0.
Since u(t, x) is a classical solution of (1.1) for t # [r+$, T1], it follows that
Au(t, x)&
u(t, x)
t
=&a(x) u(t, x) q(t, x)0,
(t, x) # [r+$, T1]_(0 & B=(x0)).
Moreover, by Lemma 3.1 we have
u(t, x)>0, (t, x) # [r+$, T1]_0.
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that
u(T1 , x0)
&
>0, \x0 # 0.
Hence
W,(T1 , x0)=
u(T1 , x0)
& <
U(x0)
&
>0, \x0 # 0.
It is also clear that
W,(T1 , x)=
u(T1 , x)
U(x)
>0, \x # 0.
The lemma now follows from the last two inequalities, the continuity of
W,, and the compactness of 0 . K
Lemma 7.4. If , # C+ , then
;
*
= lim
t  
inf(inf[W ,(t, x), x # 0])>0.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that ;
*
=0. Let ‘>0 such that
‘< inf
x # 0 {
b(x)&&’(x)&
b(x)+&’(x)&= .
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With Lemma 7.2, we can choose T1>0 sufficiently large such that
sup {u
,(t, x)
U(x)
: x # 0==&W,(t, } )&C(0 )<2+‘, for all tT1&r.
Since ;
*
=0, there is a T2>T1 , such that
0<;= inf
t # [T1 , T2]
x # 0
[W ,(t, x)]<min[ inf
x # 0
[W ,(T1, x)], ‘].
Assume W ,(t, x) achieves its minimum ; at (t1, x1) # [T1 , T2]_0 . It is
clear that t1>T1 . If x1 # 0, then we have
W ,(t1 , x1)
t
0, DxW 8(t1 , x1)=0, AW ,(t1 , x1)0.
Hence formula F1 yields that
0U(x1)
W ,(t1 , x1)
t
&a(x1) W ,(t1 , x1) U2(x1)
__b(x1)(W ,(t1, x1)&1)+|
0
&r
(W ,(t1+%, x1)&1) d%’(%, x1)&
a(x1) W ,(t1 , x1) U2(x1)[b(x1)(1&‘)&(1+‘) &’(x1)&)]
=a(x1) W ,(t1 , x1) U2(x1)[(b(x1)&&’(x1)&)&‘(b(x1)+&’(x1)&)]
>0.
This yields a contradiction. Hence x1 must belong to 0. That is,
;=W ,(t1 , x1)=
u,(t1 , x1)
& <
U(x1)
&
<W ,(t, x), (t, x) # [T1 , T2]_0.
Let
V,(t, x)=u,(t, x)&;U(x), (t, x) # [T1&r, t1]_0 ,
then
V,(t, x)=U(x)(W ,(t, x)&;)>0, (t, x) # [T1 , t1]_0,
V,(t1 , x1)=0,
V,(t1 , x1)
&
=0.
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On the other hand, let H(W, t, x, #) be defined in (6.4). We have
lim
(t, x)  (t1 , x1)
H(W ,, t, x, ;)
=; _b(x1)[;&1]+|
0
&r
[W ,(t1+%, x1)&1] d% ’(%, x1)&
<&;[b(x1)(1&‘)&(1+‘) &’(x1)&]
=&;[b(x1)&&’(x1)&&‘(b(x1)+&’(x1)&)]
<0.
So by using the formula F2 it follows that there is a small =>0 such that
AV,(t, x)&
V,(t, x)
t
=&a(x) V,(t, x)+a(x) U2(x) H(W ,, t, x, ;)<0,
for (t, x) # [t1&=, t1]_(0 & B=(x1)). As a consequence of Lemma 2.7 one
has (V,(t1 , x1)t)>0. This leads again to a contradiction. K
Now we are in the position to prove Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let , # C+. For any . # |,, there is a
sequence [tn] such that limn   u,tn=.. Now for any (%, x) # [&r, 0]_0
we have
.(%, x)
U(x)
=
.(%, x)&u,(tn+%, x)
U(x)
+
u,(tn+%, x)
U(x)
.
By letting n   and using Lemma 7.4 we immediately obtain that
.(%, x)
U(x)
 lim
n  
inf
u,(tn+%, x)
U(x)
;
*
. K
8. REMARKS
(a) Comparing with Eq. (V), the distributed delay in Eq. (1.1) takes a
simpler form 0&r u(t+s, x) ds’(s, x) in stead of 
0
&r u(t+r(s), x) ds’(s, x).
It is clear that the delay function r(s) can be removed by a modification
of ’.
(b) If the delay term contributes to an instantaneous feedback, that is,
the function ’(%, x) is constant with respect to time variable except having
a jump discontinuity at %=&r, then the delay term takes the form
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0&r u(t+s, x) ds’(s, x)=d(x) u(t&r, x). In this case the assumption A5 is
reduced to b(x)>|d(x)| for x # 0 .
(c) For the Eq. (1.1), the delay effect at time t and position x is only
assumed to depend on the past state of u(t+s, x) for s # [&r, 0]. This is
certainly a restriction if (1.1)(1.3) serve as a population model. For a
more realistic model the delay effect at time t and position x would depend
on the state u(t+s, x+ y) for s # [&r, 0] and y near x. Therefore a mathe-
matical expression for the delay effect may take the form
|
D(t, x)
u(t+s, x+ y) d’(s, y)
where ’ is of bounded variation on [&r, 0]_B\(0) and D(t, x)=
[&r, 0]_(0 & B\(x)). Here \>0 is fixed. To the best of my knowledge
the research has not been conducted to study the time delay parabolic
equation where the time delay takes the above form. This seems to be an
interesting problem that should to be studied in future.
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